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Eugene Lang College in New York City is o ering a course
next spring on the "crisis" faced by "white masculinity" in the
years since the end of World War 2.
According to the course description, popular
representations of masculinity increasingly focus on
"melancholia" because "post-war masculinity has failed to
interrogate and reimagine itself alongside other social
justice movements."
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E

ugene Lang College—a liberal arts school in lower Manhattan—is o ering a
course next year dedicated to exploring the "fall" of white masculinity a er World
War 2.
Taught by writer Masha Tupitsyn, “Male Melancholia: Crisis Masculinity” is a four
credit course that will teach students about how masculinity is depicted in the
media, and how those depictions reflect the recent “fall” of men and masculinity.
[RELATED: University o ers ‘safe
space’ for ‘fixing’ masculinity]
“While feminist discourse has forced
women to continually redefine and
expand gender roles, white masculinity
has increasingly taken melancholic
form and gone into crisis, on and o the
screen,” notes the description for the
course, which will be o ered during the
Spring 2019 semester.

"It's no surprise to me that men sit
around in a permanently infantilized
state, playing video games all their
lives, while feeling disenfranchised
and resentful of their so-called lost
power."
Tweet This

The description claims that while men
were previously bolstered by “normative structures and hideouts like war, marriage,
and economic provider,” they have lost those niches because “post-war masculinity
has failed to interrogate and reimagine itself alongside other social justice
https://www.campusreform.org/?ID=11149
movements.
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“This has resulted in screen portrayals
of male backlash, breakdown, absence,
gaslighting, inertia, and depression—both serious and comic,” according to the
course description, which adds that films and books depicting masculinity will be
assigned.
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[RELATED: UT makes student reflect on ‘masculinity’ as punishment]
In an interview with Campus Reform, Tupitsyn said that “Male Melancholia” was first
taught immediately a er the 2016 election, but that Eugene Lang asked her to teach
it again due to its popularity and the recent #MeToo movement.
Tupitsyn noted that while the term “crisis masculinity” has become en vogue in
media circles in recent months, it was actually she who coined it years ago, adding
that she’s been doing filmmaking, writing, and research on the issue ever since.
As for the class, she says that she approaches male melancholia as a “post-war
gender phenomenon” and “a kind of failed mourning for masculinity.”
“We are really seeing the fall out of masculinity now, but it has been in crisis for a
long time in the form of melancholia because it cannot mourn its former self,”
Tupitsyn told Campus Reform.
[RELATED: Prof calls for ‘toxic masculinity’ training in kindergarten]
Conversely, Tupitsyn says women and minorities have been safe from this crisis,
since they’ve “had to continually reinvent their identities and social roles a er World
War II, with feminism and civil and gay rights, straight men have remained stagnant
due to the fall of their cultural status and role.”
“Masculinity, like whiteness and heterosexuality, is taken for granted. Women, gay
people, and people of color have been forced due to oppression and marginalization
to continually examine femininity and blackness. While as a privileged group,
masculinity, straight white masculinity in particular, can get away with doing
nothing. It can just exist. And it has in all of its toxicity.”
Tupitsyn added that “there is nothing holding masculinity together,” saying, “Given
all of this, it's no surprise to me that men sit around in a permanently infantilized
state, playing video games all their lives, while feeling disenfranchised and resentful
of their so-called lost power. Shows like Mad Men are popular for this very reason. It's
nostalgia for the glory days of manhood.”

Follow the author of this article on Twitter: @Toni_Airaksinen
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As a CampusReform.org reader, you’ve watched indoctrination at America’s
universities go from bad to worse.
Conservative students are not only pummeled with ideology from professors—
they are now openly bullied and mocked for their beliefs by both faculty and
fellow students alike.
But the mainstream media won’t report on this.

Fight back against media bias.
CampusReform.org has resolved to fight back. Every day, our on-campus
correspondents shine a light on the outrageous discrimination and abuse
conservative students face.
But since CampusReform.org doesn’t have the corporate funding of
mainstream media organizations—who repeatedly refuse to cover these
stories—our ability to report the truth relies on the help of concerned
Americans like you to turn these attacks into national headlines.
Millions of Americans regularly learn the truth through CampusReform.org.
Will you help reach millions more with your gi today?
STOP MEDIA BIAS AND SUPPORT CAMPUS REFORM NOW »
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Toni Airaksinen is a New Jersey-based Campus Reform contributor, and
previously served as a Senior Campus Correspondent. Her reporting focuses
on campus First Amendment, Title IX, Equal Opportunity, and due process
issues, and her stories have been profiled by numerous outlets including Fox
News, The New York Post, PBS News, and The Washington Examiner.
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